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NETWORK

ACCELERATE

CONTRIBUTE

Connect with world leaders from 193
countries, their top justice officals, distinguished criminal justice practitioners,
experts from Institutes affiliated with the
United Nations along with non-governmental (NGO) counterparts, academics
and individual experts from the private
sector on this unique global stage. They
attend specifically to discover new ways
to fight cyber and transnational organized
crime, corruption and the trafficking of
people, wildlife, weapons, drugs, and
weapons.
Speaking, providing materials, connectings and exhibiting your next generation
expertise and technology will not only
attract attention but fast-track your
business as a world-leader in this unique
environment. We help you navigate the
Crime Congress so you can focus on making an impact and showing how you can
help countries get ahead of some of the
most difficult emerging challenges.

One handshake in Kyoto can launch
a new relationship that transform
everything—for you and for their country.
Spark new conversations. Introduce
strategic lines of thought that are obvious
to the tech savvy but not necessarily
to others. Use lightning talks, ancillary
meetings, even professional meetings,
conversations over coffe and exhibits to
inform, connect and get started putting
your business in the hands of any of 193
countries.

Stepping into the crime prevention
and crimnal justice space to contribue
to global discussions (so often lacking
the technologists’ insights, knowledge
and resources) will 10x your impact. In
addition to ad hoc high level discussion,
Global Connect will host a high-intensity
1-day Strategy Sprint to prototype how
tech leaders can partner with the United
Nations on critical and emerging issues in
our digital 21st century.

GLOBAL CONNECT @ THE 14TH CRIME CONGRESS
Since 1955, the United Nations’ congresses on crime prevention and criminal justice
have brought together high-level representatives of governments, intergovernmental
and non-governmental organizations, criminal justice professionals and scholars, to
identify and discuss critical common concerns, share experiences and seek viable solutions to problems related to crime prevention and criminal justice.
In our tech-leveraged world, thought leaders armed with the latest technologies are
urgently needed to spearhead insight and action. Enter Tech Leaders: Bringing cutting
edge technologies, insights & solutions into the global policy arena.
PREPARATIONS

ORIENTATION
A customized plan
will be made for each
organization.

THROUGHOUT THE CONGRESS

Online briefings and
Q&A sessions will be
prepare delegates to
make the best use of
their time in Kyoto.

SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES
• Opening Reception
• Private Reception with
nations/UNODC Staff/
others identified by
GC Delegates as being
relevant.
• Closing Reception

• Each GC Delegate will
have access to veteran
advice and connections
thoroughout.
• Relevant
introductions will be
facilitated to make
optimal use of the
forum.
CONGRESS DAILY

STRATEGY SPRINT
Each morning there
will be a short standup meeting about key
events for the day,
a place to network
with your cohort
on contacts and
experience.

Global Connect will
host a 1-day strategy
sprint in Kyoto to
provide on-site insights
and recommendations
from tech delegates
to Member States &
UNODC.

We Help You Stand Out
Market competition today comes from technology hubs beyond Silicon Valley. Getting
you access to global markets gives you a strategic edge.
All you have to do is make your travel arrangements, then walk in the door with a
solid focus on your message for world leaders. Global Connect takes care of all the
logistics and helps you prepare in advance, and works with you to determine the best
options for you to impact this unique high-level environment—and land some big fish!
What

When

Global Connect Delegate Orientation

November 2019

“What to Expect” UN Briefings (Zoom)

Dec / Jan / Feb

Congress Registration

Early 2020
(Our staff will facilitate this)

Secure Exhibit Space

Submission has been made with the
Japanese Government

Register Ancillary Sessions

Underway

Opening Reception

Kyoto

Daily Standups

@ the CC

Exhibit Space

Shared and timed so you don’t have
to be there all the time (or bring extra
staff).

Lightning Talks

@ the CC

Panel Discussion

@ the CC

Deep Dive Ancillary Sessions

Optional

Reception with Government, UN &
Cybersecurity representatives.

@ the CC

Strategy Sprint

This will take place on the 5th day of the
Congress.

Strategy Sprint Outcomes

Distributed on the last day of the Congress.

Closing Reception

Kyoto

Video and photos

Captured throughout, AV resources will
be provided after the Congress.

MAKE YOUR MOVE
GLOBAL CONNECT is limited to 12 organizations (2 seats per organization).
Registration is secured on a first-come-first-serve basis and closes November 12,
2019.

Get all the benefits of a top-tier Executive Net Mastermind live in a
dynamic international environment that happens only once every 5
years.
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BUSINESS CHANGES EVERYTHING
DEALS GET MADE
POLITICS WILL BE IMPACTED

For more information visit the website at:
www.globalconnect2020.com

